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Object of the Game

Setting Up the Slide

The Racing Water  Slide has been designed for 
two children aged 5-12 years to slide down 

on the boogie boards on a hot sunny day.
 

Set the slide up, attach your hose and watch as
the children zoom down the water slide 

for hours of water fun!

1. Before set-up, check under and around the slide for sharp objects, rocks, sticks, dog bones, lawn sprinklers or any 
other object that could cause injury or damage the slide.
2. The Racing Water Slide should be placed no less than 3 metres away from trees, walls, holes, garden equipment,
pools and other objects.
4. Set the slide up on a flat lawn surface. Inflate the boogie boards. Place slide with bumper and ‘Warning’ side up. 
The boogie boards should be inflated by an adult by blowing into the hole and sealed with the plastic stopper to 
prevent the air from escaping.
5. Attach a garden hose to the attachment nozzle and turn your tap on - this will allow water to flow down the 
slide and ensure it is wet enough to slide on.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO BE USED BY ANYONE WHO IS UNDER THE AGE OF 5, OVER THE AGE OF 12, 
OVER 1.5M TALL OR WHO WEIGHS OVER 50 kg.
1. Adult supervision is required at all times. Adults should instruct children on the proper use of the slide.
2. Children should be completely wet before using the Racing Water Slide. Remove all hard or sharp objects from
person and pockets, such as toys, keys, buckles, jewellery etc.
3. Always slide on stomach facing forward. DO NOT DIVE HEAD FIRST. Never attempt to slide on knees, slide while 
standing or feet first.
4. Allow only one child on each sliding lane at one time.
5. For long periods of use, move slide occasionally to prevent depressions in the ground underneath the slide.
7. Check the ground stakes frequently to ensure they have not moved and are secure and flat to the ground.

1. Detach garden hose and carefully deflate the boogie boards. Using a towel or cloth, dry the plastic and roll up. 
You could hang up in the sun to dry but be careful not to leave out for long - store away when not in use. Please be 
aware that prolonged exposure to direct sunlight can fade the colours in the plastic.
2. Do not store the Racing Water Slide indoors or in a closed container until the slide is completely dry.
3. Store the slide in a secure place away from children to prevent suffocation.

Using the Slide

Packing Away


